ADDENDUM

Regarding the article by Krause et al that appeared in the January 1, 1996 issue (Krause DS, Fackler MJ, Civin CI, May WS: CD34: Structure, biology, and clinical utility. Blood 87:1-13, 1996). It has been brought to our attention that 3 additional references should be included.

The first sentence of the article should also cite reference 2a below.

The second sentence in the section on “Use of CD34 in Leukemia Diagnosis and Subclassification’’ (p 8), should also cite references 2a, 90a and 90b below.

Additional references:


ADDENDUM

Updated information and services can be found at:
http://www.bloodjournal.org/content/88/6/2373.citation.full.html
Articles on similar topics can be found in the following Blood collections
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http://www.bloodjournal.org/site/misc/rights.xhtml#repub_requests
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http://www.bloodjournal.org/site/misc/rights.xhtml#reprints
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